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the film opens with a romantic flashback to logan's childhood. the young boy narrates the story to his
friend and fellow con man duke. duke recalls that the two of them, along with their aunt betty, used to

watch the same movie, north by northwest. when we are shown the famous scene where the characters
are being chased by a cropduster, we are shocked to find out it was filmed in real life and the only major
difference is that the plane has four wheels! other than that, director david gordon green and writer chris

terrio closely followed the original script, except for a scene in the movie poster and a few last-minute
punch-up changes. the story itself is humorous in a way that's very reminiscent of what's seen in the
films of directors like bob zemeckis, jerry zucker, and the original north by northwest director, alfred

hitchcock. we meet logan, played with rare comic timing by an absolutely captivating australian actor,
john cusack, in his first role since 2005. he's a man who's played by all kinds of different films since, but
never any that suggest he's as funny and chaotic as he is here. yes, he's never a character actor. this is
the kind of role that only someone who's become great through sheer force of will, rather than talent, is
capable of playing. cusack is perfect casting. let me step back for a moment, i'm just the editor of the

bigscreen, not a critic, so i might be over-analyzing and going too far in telling you how a movie should
be, but sometimes, it helps a movie to be analyzed in a different way. so, i picked this movie, this is the
(i think) best thriller movie of last year (so far), i would argue that there are three main things i feel work

well, or make sense, in this movie.
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